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By Dave Gibbons

DC Comics, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Two of the greatest titans in all of media collide as the Dark Knight take on the deadly Predator
aliens in these classic crossovers from DC and Dark Horse! After investigating a series of gruesome
murders in Gotham City, Batman soon realizes that these crimes aren t perpetrated by anyone from
Gotham City.or even this planet. Soon enough, the Dark Knight finds his real enemy--the intergalatic
hunter, Predator! Spinning off of the films from Twentieth Century Fox and the legendary comics
characters from DC, DC COMICS/DARK HORSE: BATMAN VS. PREDATOR features three no-holds-
barred slugfests the likes of which the universe has never seen. This new collection features stories
from creators such as Dave Gibbons, Andy Kubert, Doug Moench and Chuck Dixon and collects
BATMAN VS. PREDATOR #1-3, BATMAN VS. PREDATOR II: BLOODMATCH #1-4 and BATMAN VS.
PREDATOR III: BLOOD TIES #1-4.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. I could comprehended everything out of this written e ebook. Your way of life span will be
transform as soon as you total reading this book.
-- Andy Er dm a n-- Andy Er dm a n

Certainly, this is the finest work by any article writer. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not sense monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS
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